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You know, I was just thinking about this the last time I tried to describe the meaning Audiophile 

begins parts of the system in my opinion and for me.  

She just graduated doctor and her residency acquiring think the first serious system. She has been 

interested in for several years, albeit from the sidelines, listening more than talking about music, but 

still ...  

Anyway, I have outlined the amplification means a little bit more, apparently.Maybe from past 

experience and maybe because it was a little more "hard" to pass oral than the obvious loudspeaker 

for example. Why there are differences between the ladies, how is it different Aodiovilim elements 

between braces so justify thousands, even tens of thousands of dollars more than that. Of course the 

differences between the topologies and the like had little easier that work with  .  

But all of this, a little less concern us. "We" I mean those who are deeper in the field, probably heard 

in quite a few men, exhibitions and with friends and probably realize aural experience - how men are 

changing complex system. Still, we try to describe the advantage or the tonality of an audio product 

tested or heard, especially men (like the time), we sometimes find it difficult. Text goes in finding 

what we heard or felt and creating text be understood by others in a manner that will connect to it.  

 

This is of course relevant Opening another desperate attempt to review a new amplifier in my 

system. Of what seems new is not acquired, but a new hearing, I tried and I have reviewed following 

direct import from Serbia, and now here in the Holy Land.  

 



 
 

 

KARAN maintained a pretty low profile throughout the web and the world for 25 years since it was 

founded.  

Even those deep in the field, not always recognize her name among the list of manufacturers growing 

from year to year and therefore, only maybe seen \ heard and knew the company before bringing it 

to Israel, they are "chosen few" maybe turned some exhibitions around the world or in the demo 

crazy in Europe especially and so on.  

Behind the company is headed by Mr. Karan. Milan Karan - is the creator, thinker and one of the 

workers end up working in a tiny factory numbering 5-6 people in Serbia in Europe. Karan company 

known for several major bases on which it bases its products now includes amplifiers, pre amplifiers 

and a single evacuated. It is a company that specializes in amplification and not tried or pretended to 

spread to other products as not a few companies 'high end' do with time or at least in recent years - 

so it seems.  

Karan company probably realize that what they do, they do well and do not need to spread out - I 

actually really respect this concept and in my opinion is the most correct, unless there is a huge back 

all departments.  

Karan Milan amplifiers are manufactured and engineered so that everyone will hopscotch A, 

everyone has a circular Lance, all critical components selection and try to choose the best 

components they believe will give the best sound, but also keep pressing the reliability of their 

instruments over time. Making of the devices transmits clean lines without any fireworks or special 

buttons. Audiophile minimalism at its best!  

Thick, brushed aluminum feel and look great and prestigious as well as operation of the device front 

and back. I learned all this personal first amplifier Karan Product List acoustic - Hello is the  

KA I 180 MK2 I brought another honor for review by the importer - Michelle, from NSTUDIO.  

 



 
 

 

I got the amp midday one weekend in March, after waiting a month or so until the same man who 

worked (and had a long run) with one of Michelle's clients.Michelle, I was on hand - leaving the 

customer as the service man his demonstration, while new customer paid which is produced and 

sent to Israel ..That, well done on the excellent service.  

The amplifier Michelle brought home a little partisan without wooden crate amp comes with fins and 

without cutting into the flesh, I would not feel sorry for him so just because of that. Despite amp 

Class A topology works and spends 180 according W at 8 ohm and almost twice as  

In four, it feels pretty light compared to other men who have had in my room, including my personal 

ones - Slntkm floor hard enough task, let alone move them to another room or go with a few flights 

of stairs, heaven forbid. But easy is relative and black acoustic felt Karan and looks luxurious and very 

fine despite his size "modest" as stated.  

 



 
 

 

Amplifier was placed in one of my Stand shelves connected straight to work.Front of the amplifier 

can be seen already kindling the company logo lit red and a pair of round buttons next to large, in 

fact exerting all actions amplifier.Benjamite volume serves as an arbitrator and the hand feels great 

with almost an inch of sensitive volume (remote amplifier has [only volume], so Slfotnziumtr based 

"jumps" I did not expect here)  

And left inputs as an arbitrator, simple and easy. The power button is located above the power cable 

outlet behind the amplifier.  

 

 



 

 

While it is based amplifier transistors and have no intention turned off since unplugged, I think this is 

the perfect place ...  

Front and rear continues the line of thought of Hndstm and design of devices Curran and see it 

clearly. Four entries separated right and left are actively looking - as evidence for building e mono 

configuration. One such entry is balanced by a real entry signal beginning to end. The power outlet is 

located right in the middle between the entrances and along with the power switch located above 

mentioned, ends her visual review.  

I commented only is this separated configuration, and correct Fyoristit While speaking Audiophile, 

but those have not disconnected cables from one another, there will be a problem.  

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

Amplifier began to notice several days after written, its wont. But the first WOW moment I 

undoubtedly PLAY clicking on the file played immediately after the amplifier connected to the 

system.  

One of the things that stood out from the beginning has been listening to has been disconnected 

from the system after many weeks was; ability to push his tireless. While this is an amplifier of 180 

watts "Total" and men were stronger than him here, but his control, the speed in which it takes the 

low frequencies in particular, is phenomenal and so of course some musical.  

 

While the relative darkness dominates the room, in the absence Stand tubes are on the non-

negligible number of my personal amplifiers, I began to review and listen Karan gravely. Days, nights, 

weekends, not one living soul and holidays at all with Israel running on the roads.  

Huge variety of genres, perhaps the widest ever examined amplifier or audio product with 

him. Shades classical, jazz, rock, metal, Fiose'in, Israel and even the Beatles (OMG!) played (this is 

what he gave the concept a record - probably).  

 

The music came first and was the review, and have demonstrated the 

ability amplifier was: Blues rock from his home kicking a Gary Moore.  

Bad for You Baby - Gary Moore  

No surprise, perhaps the most appropriate genre could open with this amp. Karan moves the Drive 

fearsome that his recordings, afterwards lemur live performances. Beefy guitar sound was warm as 

well as rhythm section accompanies it just sounds alive and quite colorful.  

Karan drummer sounds through a tight and stable, including the amplification of image obtained 



through this special is a knife! Very neutral character limit sometimes but focus analytic presentation 

is undoubtedly the strongest impulse to feel every character and every bit. We'll get back to this 

musical element.  

 

I continued to run at the following times more enjoyable hit this genre of blues, rock and together - 

like Gary Moore, Joe Bonumsh , Stevie Jerry Vaughan and others. Amp sounds just love those and 

designed to create the most compelling presentation while playing his music alive and vibrant.  

 

 

 

 Karan metal also well kept and realistic presentation (very) own.  

Dark Roots of Earth - Testament  

He continued to deliver excellent separation here, perhaps too great. Although metal concept of 

control superior loudspeaker blessed and sudden stops as well as load distorshin with doubles 

immense multiple channels of guitar laden as well as drummers intensive muscle sounded reliably 

incredibly, I could not think of these abilities in music much less crowded, romantic or even acoustic 

.  

This unique production has a huge stage volume, albeit synthesized by recording technician, but still. 

Amplifier Karan, managed to open the width  

This brave hand and almost effortlessly. In general, this element was added to the wide variety and 

list the advantages that grew listening through.  

 

What interests despite the expansion stage in a virtual amp metal 

producing first opened, it was actually more than what I was used Ctzr and my other amps I tested 

recently.  

Rachmaninov: Symphony No. 3 / Symphonic Dances - Charles Dutoit  

Large classical recordings, the stage was almost wide open natural space captured through 

microphones sounded much more narrow way to Karan. Although he continued to be a reasonable 

depth and even more, but feeling a bit narrow spaces Karan was quite defined and difficult to 

understand, at least at first. Realism and naturalness he ran his tools were linked into life, just as I 

also previously and so I wrote more about V, which was surprisingly good before and throughout the 

period.  

 



Mechanism of Karan continued to push and also worked in classical music 

and unfortunately my delight.  

Happily toward creating that many roles Timpani or brass section was grandiose, Curran performs 

this drama is lovely. He pushes to the listener plenty of music and especially West.  

Dvorák: Symphony No. 9 "From The New World - Paavo Järvi  

But the problem starts as soon as the music volume down and dynamics.Moments when I'm 

desperate gentle, warm, or romantic way,  

Karan has some cool feeling and turning too hard shoulder, analytical, drier occasionally.  

But why only now and then you ask (?), Because this Slmgbr that I have a life of its own. If I heard an 

enormous 4-part with a lot of dynamic, powerful episodes alongside classic and relaxed at the end of 

it all, I prefer the amp his abilities as a powerful and less parts with calm.  

 But once I put a piece she relaxed, romantic and natural from beginning to 

end, for example the new album  

Duo - Helene Grimaud, Sol Gabetta  

Then this amp was polite, transparent and incredibly romantic. So what happens here? I guess that 

set of expectations and attribution. At least I solved this relative confusion for me. Of course, all the 

settings and attempts to define the tonality and presentation of this amp are the end of iodine and 

more suitable to my worldview and of course upon the integration of the amplifier with the rest of 

the system and the acoustics in my room. These axioms completely definitive Yes!.  

 

I also went away with many shades of jazz. A live performance of some of the best musicians in Italy 

is one I hear quite a lot recently.  

jazz italiano live 2006 paolo fresu  

This is a great collection of live albums in subsequent festivals of the best jazz musicians from Europe 

and Italy in particular. Trumpet of Paolo advertising, and Bollani's piano accompanying sound great 

through Karan, but some occasionally sharp. Still, the amp is very Western and throws a lot of 

information "right" to the listener. It's one way for me represent "musical" almost pure audio 

products.  

 



 
 

 

It seems Karan weeks worked for me, I hardly thought about the system. She just worked 24 \ 7 and 

as soon as I sat down - and the music pumped through the speakers for hours every day. Amplifier 

certainly does the job and does it very high standard.  

However, I was not feeling that there was a time in my room and that the interference had an 

inexplicable and dimensional sound.  

Karan sounded and felt just leaves all the space at any time. Although he is a tight control of the 

loudspeaker elements, but has the "ability" to keep the music going for a long time. A bit hard to 

explain and here I feel I'm losing you ... But I guess I need to hear this amp plays such rock for 3 

hours. Head feels a bit "heavy" and one of the only drawbacks I could somehow suck in favor of the 

review - especially to hear that all is not perfect, though it undoubtedly amplifier can sound like 

someone.  

 

When I tried to imagine the amp at the very beginning of the review period - do not really know 

where it attracts. Big is an amazing man. Perhaps one of the SS the best that's in my room (there is 

one I checked several years ago who was in my opinion a little more, but is the only one I'd really 

prefer the Karan - both expensive) and no doubt surprise his abilities - me at least, when the 

company's name I knew only from magazines.  

 

If I have to treat my amp for a certain anthropomorphism Karan (the last little trick to perfect to 

describe some audio products) -  

Then set my sound was simulated talented jazz bassist and particularly intelligent, with a very 

personal sound and clear immediately detected and can lead to ensembles with lots of attention to 

the rabbi. Karan me could have been a drummer prog without any shadow of a doubt. A lot of 

energy. Perfect control and coordination supreme. Although sound without characters, but 

transparent and realistic with very high capacities. Has a heart, but in relation to what I know, is 

much more "realistic" with bits like clockwork. The "drummer" = Karan - could just take all the music 

spit it out through the speakers is not easy (mine were a wonderful example of matter) and mild 

course without breaking sweat. Which is something that quite a few - I'm sure, would love very 

much.  



Anyone looking for sound with a little more orange color, with the volume, with the "talent", I guess 

he would spend his money elsewhere, but anyone looking for a man with facial Sulidim but with the 

wrestler's energy Bushido educated ..Karan gets out and another crazy deal.  

I would not be surprised he will raise eyebrows rabbi who will examine it at home, especially those 

who heard a thing or two in their lives. This is not a basic transistor amplifier or even standard, it's 

something else, though elements of control, kicking low frequencies and more. There is a color, just 

not of these and other tubes. There is a groove, there's bit, there's music but all these come highly 

ordered facto undoubtedly lots wake from sleep systems.  

 

Technical data:  

* Completely balanced topology with no overall feedback  

* Channel separated power supplies from a custom-moulded 680 VA toroidal power transformer, 

80.000 μF filter bank and four stages of stabilization;  

* Frequency response DC-300kHz +0,-3dB  

* S / N ratio better than -112 dB;  

* Intermodulation distortion less than 0.03% at rated power into 8 Ohms;  

* Damping factor better than 1,800:1 into 8 Ohms, 20Hz ... 20kHz;  

* Input sensitivities: RCA-line = 750mV/30k, XLR-line = 1,5 V/30k  

* Pink noise RMS power 180/300W into 8/4 Ohms;  

* Dimensions 500x110x380 mm WxHxD  

* Dimensions in box 640x230x470 mm WxHxD  

* Net weight 20 kg  

* Btto weight 28 kg 

 

Stapp examination and comparison  

 

Amplification: a pair of mono - Blocks + preamp Sfofratiim (MBS).  

Speakers: Audio Physic Avanti V  

Sources: Bel Canto Dac + Teddy Pardo PS, PC based HFMC Music Server, M2Tech hiFace  

Lenco L75 - DIY Base \ Double Arm's, R1000 AIRY3S  

Aqua - Phono Stage Battery \ Powred PS  

Binding - Power: PS Audio, Furutech, Isotek, Heavens Gate Audio  

Binding - Signal: Ctrl audio - XLR & RCA  

Binding - Speakers: Ctrl Audio - Silver \ Gold  

Power: PS Audio - Quintet, Sine Outlet  

 

Price: 7200 Euro + VAT  

 


